
Dear George, 	 5/29A91 

When you suggested last night that perhaps the _Post might consider an outloCk piece 

from me in a couple of weeks I thought about it a bit and decided to decline. 

But sitting and thinking this morning before leave for my walking I wondered whether 

in an effort to put this Stone/Garrison wretchedness in perspective I might appropriately 

include factual information about the assassination that is not generally known and under- 

stood. 

Before leave44 w minutes before five (what hours for one who started on a morning 

paper, huh?) 4 took a notebook and while resting by seven I had something on paper, largely 

illegible, I fear, but perhaps .141 can retype it. J-f not, I'l do it. 

If the Post does not want it, 2'11 have no complaint. If it does consider it, L hope 

it will also consider doing thefditing so -1- can spend that time on other things. .and be- 

cause It sure someone on Outlook will do a better job and see questions I won't. 

This "new" information is in five documents I'll provide. You are familiar with the 

Hatzenbach memo. I'll also include two early Dallas records reflecting what in groping 

for a non-controversial word I'll desfribe as reflecting a failure to really investi- 

gate, an41BI tickler I believe was prepared for damage control and two pages from the 

first of the five volumes of the definitive report ordered CY11  the FBI by Lai the night 

of A1/22/63. The latter reflects the FBI's disagreement with the most basic conclusion 

of the Warren Report, that oar three shots were fired, all by Oewald. On this I can 

provide more because the FBI and the Secret Service never changed. Th7y,both ignored the 

"missed" shot. (B4444,e44 	11414 1-44.64e4r15,, 	c0-14' 	 1-011,1-1-4 
hppe that with the passing of time there may cone a willingness to reconsider the 

official solution in terms of official records so that more of the truth may come to be 

known and understood. 

5:n this draft I use it as illustrative of what Garrison and Stone could have done, 

could have used if either had had any concern for truth and fact, because it was available 

to both, both knew such information was available, and both ignored it and so such more 

that would have enabled them to be informative and factual and truthful when they weren't. 

I misunderstood you and thus wrote that Stone had told Bradlee that only actors had 

pages of the script. 7'm glad you caught this. I hope you have time to take another look 

at what I've given you and what I will encloee to see if I misunderstood anything else or 

made any other errors. 

his Katzenbach memo and tkit what the FRI did about it tell a story about ho. the Post 
rre,k 

was gulled. ;.tone's charges reminded me. Perhaps Jeffrey 	if and when he comes up, 

would like copies of them and other Fill records on the Pout of which I made duplicate copies 

that can be retrieved easily. 
I'd appreciate your mailing me Aynesworth's piece and if it is out, Phelan's. knd if 

you'll be able to provide reduced-size xeroxes of what is coming. Thanks, 



Dear Goerge, 	 5/26/91 

The copying is ongoing and I'll mail what is copied with this. Plus what I had had 

set aside for copying. One record may not be enclosed because I will have more than the 

one page that mentions you copied. I spot-checked it when I looked at it and it is an 

i'3I -JO compilation os things said by 'arrison 's office. It is more than 100 pp. tnd may 

be too much for this slow machine to get to today. Some of the items may be of interest 

on Garrison's wildness, etc. 

I'd made some notes on scratch paper for talking to you about but it was impossible 

to use the phone this morning and I don't want to interrupt your work so I enclose it. 

Something unusual and a bit frightened but apparently of no significance happened. 

about a quarter of an hour after the blood was drawn for the regular testing and when 

I'd returned to my car I started bleeding copiously. With pressure it stopped and I washed 

up at the lab. The test results indicated a need for more anticoagulent so I phoned the 

doctor, gave the information, and when waiting for what the doctor said got disconnected. 

His damned phoned stayed busy for an hour and a quarter so I drove in. He ordered that the 

clotting test be repeated and he had other tests made and there is nothing abnormal. I 

have the results now. But if anyone ever asks you why avoid out-of-town driving, this 

is why: a simple bump that would be inconsequential pm to others can d.11 me. 

Except maybe for the long one I'm making conies for myself so if you have any 

questions I'll be able to answer them by phone. 

The student helper is making the copies. I'll read them after she makes them. She is 

to return tomorrow.If they are not all done today, she'll finish tomorrow. 

Attached to 62w109060-5113, in Section 127, is a long legal-size transcript of the 

etctement taken from Russo when under trith seriun. I have not copied it.but if you want 

it *ill. 

,ti 	(11..0 m t A,  
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